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Discover the fascinating world of wine through a unique challenge to create your own 
wine. After a quick briefing session using visual aids by our organisers on the ins and outs 
of the wine world and the art of blending, each team is given the mission of blending a 
wine together. 

This sociable and cohesion building exercise can be in a short format before an aperitif, 
or after a team meeting, for example.

Blending and Creating Your Own Wine 
Bring together your teams around a common objective – creating their own wine. 1h - 1h3010 - 200

HOW IT OPERATES 

 The organiser presents the techniques of blending 

   Creation of your own blend of wine from samples of different grape varieties  

   Invention of the history of your estate, design of a label 

   Tasting by a jury to rate each wine 

   Declaration of the results and award of the prize for the “Plonk of the Year” 

 On option : 

                    Bottling of the best wine with a label in the colours of your company 

                       The possibility for participants to give scores to the different wines in a blind tasting  

Video presentation  

Agence de loisirs oenologiques // Evènements d’entreprise // www.agence-idego.fr 

vidéo

Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzUJQShslLo&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzUJQShslLo&feature=youtu.be


 

After a meeting, over an aperitif before a seated dinner, this table enables four teams of 
4 to 7 people to challenge each other. Like a wine casino, this convivial format explores 
the theme of oenology in a light-hearted way. 

Throw the dice and see what turns up on your way: Blind tasting, Wine Quizz, Regional 
Special. Place your tokens wisely, play strategically, and use your knowledge to win a 
maximum number of tokens.

The « WINER » Team Gaming Table 
Guaranteed fun and good humour! 45 min 

- 1h30
12 - 60

WHY CHOOSE THIS GAME ? 

 A decomplexified way of learning about wine, in a moment of conviviality. 

 12 to 30 people can play at the same time 

  Quick and easy to instal inside or outdoors, a space of 16m2 is all that is required 

 No material constraints.

 It adapts to all profiles – men/women, beginners/experts

 Something for everyone – general interest, dexterity, tasting  

Video presentation 

Agence de loisirs oenologiques // Evènements d’entreprise // www.agence-idego.fr 

vidéo

Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSm3qQSCT-c&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSm3qQSCT-c&t=2s
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This activity based on cocktail making demands team dialogue, creativity, cohesion and 
coordination. All precious values that are emphasized and required in order to win this 
team challenge. Your cocktail organisers will heat up the ambiance in their role as final 
jury. 

But first, they will tell you everything you need to know about cocktails to help you make a 
success of your creations. Which cocktail will be the perfect combination of good looks 
and taste to carry off the 2022 Cocktail Trophy ?

HOW IT WORKS 
 

 Presentation of the Challenge and instructions

  Opening Quiz for the distribution of ingredients baskets 

 Mixing of an alcohol based (rum or vodka) cocktail to a given recipe by each team using the ingredients 
in their basket. 

  Creation of a no alcohol cocktail from the team’s own recipe

  Explanation of basic cocktail making techniques, and vocabulary used by the bartender 

  Marking of the creations. Presentation of prizes.

 On option : 

                    Zero alcohol version, with two alcohol free cocktails

                   Bartender’s Show of Flair (bottle juggling)

Come mix with me !
A truly offbeat cocktail challenge. About 1h> 15

2022
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Our Table Games, in the manner of a wine casino, are perfect for livening up an aperitif or 
cocktail buffet. Choose from among 7 different games that are guided by an organiser or a 
sommelier on the theme that corresponds best to your event : 
 «Lugdunum» : Discovering Lyon
 «Tour de France of Cheese» : A playful exploration of French cheeses
 «The Magic of Bubles» : An original tasting of champagnes and sparkling wines
 «Wine-Trotter» : Tasting game based on wines of the world
 «Hold My Beer» : A convivial introduction to beer
 «Chocolate time» : Discovery and tasting of chocolates from VOISIN
 «The Distillerie» : A prestigious review of TESSENDIER spirits

After each being given an identical number of viti-tokens, with the aim of making more, the 
participants gather around the gaming table for quizzes, mini challenges and blind tastings. 
On the programme… a participative learning experience on the chosen theme, with tastings 
and, most importantly, lots of fun!   

  
  
 

 Supervision by an organiser who is expert in the subject 
 - Table 2.50 x 1.40 m. Rapid installation inside or outdoors 

 - Around 15 people can play at any one time 

 S- Can be played in a team for a team building exercise with shared viti-tokens, or individually  

About 1h> 15

Theme Table Games
 Vary the pleasure through the universe of your choice

WHY CHOOSE THIS ANIMATION

Discover our themed table games. 

Discover the « double theme » concept.

https://agence-idego.fr/fichiers/IDEGO-Tables-de-jeu-X-7.pdf
https://agence-idego.fr/fichiers/IDEGO-Table-double-thematique.pdf


 

Everyone can enjoy this highly inclusive, diverse, multi-activity challenge. 

Relays, sensory tests, games of strategy, shooting galleries... and much, much more!  
There is a choice of activities from amusing, to sporty, or with a gourmet slant.

You’re free to put together your own Olympic programme according to your objectives 
and the profile of the participants. 

These original workshops call on skills, speed, and the senses, in a light-hearted challenge, 
suitable for summer or winter, with a reward at the end for the best performing team.

Viticultural Olympics
A fun and sociable team building activity

YOUR MIX N’MATCH ACTIVITIES MADE TO MEASURE 
 
Inside or outdoors, depending on the weather and space constraints:

 Wine-related activities (eg: barrel rolling, cork throwing, board game)

 Unusual competitions (eg: blowpipe darts, electric scooter racing)

 Gourmet workshops (eg: wine and cheese pairings, blind tasting, etc)

 
Video presentation   
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day
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Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI-eDs371k8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI-eDs371k8
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Develop your team spirit in an exciting Paper Chase in the mysterious warren of the 
streets of Old Lyon...

A restaurant owner in the town is suspected of wanting to poison the people of Lyon in 
the coming days. You are transformed into special agents with a mission – to sabotage 
the plans of this cunning café owner.

You must lead your enquiry as a team and gather the maximum of clues. Keep your eyes 
open, your ears tuned and your tastebuds on the alert… the fate of the inhabitants of 
Lyon is in your hands!

Much more than just an urban rally, we propose a real and diverse experience. Discover 
Old Lyon through a totally new approach, learn about wine in an exciting way, and enjoy a 
fascinating intrigue through a series of enigmas.

DÉROULEMENT DE LA PRESTATION  
 

 Team briefing and launch by the organiser 

 Follow the paper chase on your own, using the road map 

 Defined stops and intermediate tasting

  Debriefing and announcement of the results to the group 

 
Video presentation

The Bacchus Rally
Detective game based on taste to promote team cohesion  3h308 - 150Lyon vidéo

Cliquez ici

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bc3C5e8lpus&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bc3C5e8lpus&t=3s


 

Like a wine casino, Winer allows participants to explore different themes based on 
oenology and gastronomy in a single game. With each throw of the dice comes a new 
box, a new challenge! The organiser/sommelier/croupier animates the game with a 
few anecdotes.

You must develop a strategy for placing your tokens and stay on top of the challenges 
in the hope of beating your adversaries. You can decide freely when you want to join the 
table and when to leave it.

Many prizes are distributed all though the game, so come and sit down at the Winer 
table! This individual format is specially designed for use at aperitifs and cocktail buffets. 

Individual WINER Gaming Table
Animate your cocktail parties with an integrated table for individual players. 2h - 3h30 - 250

THE MAIN PRINCPLES 

 Participants can come and go freely at the table 

 An initial number of tokens is attributed to each participant

 Prizes can be won all through the game

 On option: A prize for the top scorer of the evening 

Video présentation  

Agence de loisirs oenologiques // Evènements d’entreprise // www.agence-idego.fr 

vidéo

Click here

Discover the WINER gaming table as a team (team building) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSm3qQSCT-c&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSm3qQSCT-c&t=2s
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Place your Bets is the brainchild of IDEGO designed to respond to the problems of all 
events – that of arousing the interest of the greatest number of attendees possible, when 
they can sometimes number dozens or even hundreds of people.

Armed with their initial tokens, guests can wander freely from table to table to try and 
increase the number of tokens they hold. Our gaming tables, designed to be inclusive (for 
those who don’t drink alcohol, men, women, neophytes and the initiated), cover various 
themes : beer, wine, champagne, Lyon, gastronomy, word games.

Whether they enjoy different flavours, appreciate champagne or tasting improbable wines, 
everyone can find something to enjoy, to learn, to win…. With the possibility of winning 
various prizes along the way.

Place your bets !
An exclusive IDEGO concept specially designed for your large-scale events! 2h3050 et +
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THE MAIN PRINCIPLES 

 Each table is led by an organiser or a sommelier, depending on the theme.  
 Guests can come and go as they wish or by a pre-established rotation system if preferred.  
  On option: a star prize for the top scorer of the evening (up to 60 participants)  
  A made to measure combination depending on the size of the event and the preferred themes.

 Choose from :  
   Tables by theme: Lugdunum (Lyon), Hold My Beer (Beer), Wine-trotter (World wines), The Magic of Bubbles (Champagne),  

      Tour de France of Cheese, Chocolate Time (Chocolate), The Distillery (Spirits)

  The WINER gaming table (œnology and tasting)

  The Vimots table (œnology without tasting)



Make your mark with a personalised aperitif based on carefully chosen bottles and reveal 
the secrets of oenology. 

In your hotel, before dinner, or any other suitable venue, our team of sommeliers will 
share their passion with you and your group, during an exclusive moment.

THE TASTING 

 Presentation of a vineyard area or the region (depending on the chosen theme)

  Theoretical introduction to grape varieties, regions, appellations…

  Guidance on how to analyse a wine using the rules of tasting (visual, olfactive, gustative)

  Introduction to tasting using an approach adapted to the audience

  Defining the character of the wines in a fun activity

Agence de loisirs oenologiques // Evènements d’entreprise // www.agence-idego.fr 

Introduction to Wine Tasting
Bring together your clients and/or employees and treat them to a sensory initiation session.  1h - 1h158 - 150

Discover our selection of wines 

https://agence-idego.fr/fichiers/IDEGO-selection-vins-champagnes.pdf
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